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ABSTRACT 
The plasma etching of polymers common to the microelec-
t-ron ic s industry was examined in a planar plasma etcher. 
The: c.ommon mixture of oxygen/C~4.- was compared to mixt.ure of ! . . 
oxygen/NF3• This served to test the effectiveness of NF3 
in this application and to further inves~igate the rple qf 
fluor\ne in such etch chemistries. 
. . . 
A1ddi tions to oxygen versu:s :'e·-t.ch r-ate revealed: NF 3 to be 
'·Dl:U c b mo re e ff 1 c i en t a t st r i pp in g photo res i st th a n CF 4 • 
·T,bi,s is due to t.he abil·ity of NF3 to more readily liberate 
atomic· flu~rine under similar kinetic conditions. At con-
( 
,d·,1·t·1·.o.ns :.of high ion bombardment (higher power) NF 3 itself 
,w.i-.11 .r-a._:p·idly :etc:h. photoresi,st., while CF4 passivates the 
sur£ac~ fr~m the etch. This is due to the ability of the 
NF·3.- ,nii-~t:u··r:~ t·o more ea·sily fe>rm the carb:on~r:l:uo.rine reac-
ti¢ti ptodtipt. Etching of p6lyimide in an. NF3 rj.eh mixture 
pto-.d:uces an anisotropic etch,. Fluorine is likely t:o b·e 
forming a passivated sidewall, while removing the po:J.y~m.er 
exposed to ion bombardment. 
NF3102 and CF 4102 mixtures reveal similar kinetics 
-under certain conditions, while differing. ·un:der others. 
The differences result from the easier dissociation of NF3, 
and the fact that fluorine is introduced in a non-carbon 
form. 
,. 
, 
,. 
)I: 
:.i 
, .. 
\ 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
· Processing microelectronic devices requires the selec~ 
tive removal (or etching) of material to define areas on 
. the chip which consti tu,te its complex structure. Plasma 
etching (or dry etching) is a technique to remove material 
and has recentl_y become a key process in the manufacture of 
integrated circu·its. A .Plasma is a partially ioniz·ed .:g_.a=,s 
consisting of ions, free electrons, along with stable: :an.d 
uns_:table atoms and mol-ecules. In this electrically e,x-c 1·ted 
'. 
state a gas becomes: highly reactive. Only in this reac~ive. 
state can a gas ::be ma,_d·e to etch device films .at sign:ific-ant 
rates. 
' 
. 
t·a.:ge_.s f·or a number .-of .re-~·-sons. The ·et.chan:t· :gase~: :a:rfJ 
-vant·a:-g,e: .of a. finer etch resolution can be achieved with 
:p.lasma etching. Under t,he- proper reactor conditions, di-
rectional (or anisotropic) etching will result as the film \, 
is removed more rapidly in the vertical than ho.rizontal 
d:ire·ct.·i-on. Th.is eliminat.es undercutting, resulting in 
finer line patterns and tighter devibe ~olerance • . , 
Plasmas are most often powered by a radio frequency 
I 
generator which serves to keep the etch gas ionized. A 
common reactor· configuration consists of low pressure gas 
enclosed between two circular aluminum plates which serve 
2 
.. 
r'· 
~:-, 
·'• 
/. 
\ 
I . 
I 
:>i. ' 
-as electrodes. Charged species are continu6usly accel-
erated as'the electric field is alternated causing numerous 
molecular collisions within the reactor. These collisions 
create many chemical · species, along with a physical sput- . 
~ ... J ... ,.. ....... 
te ring act ion at the electrodes. The pla,sma etching of a 
f!lm results from the combined actions of chemical attack 
and physical ion bombardment in differing proporticl.n_s-. 
This, by nature, makes the st.tidy of plasma react.ions 
complex. 
Po·lymeric material, such as p:ho,t:C.lresist, polyi.mide, 
epoxy etc., are extensively used -in the microe.l.ectronics 
and circuit board industries for ·masking, passivating and 
. 
_packaging. This has led to a need for effective plas.111-a: 
etching of such organic:s. Much at·tent.ion has foc·u:sed on 
• 
·the use of ,gas mixtures. to optimjz.,e the etching of :silicon 
a,n·d s111c·o-r1 dioxide. Ttii.:s ::tt.·udy will examine t.he· use of 
.. , 
I 
effectively etch the pol_ylireri¢ materials used. 1·n ·the e·l.e.c-
tron ics ind·ustry. 
T.h·e n·eed to etch polyme-r ··arises through two spec._.if.1.c 
-.app·l:ic,ations, stripping a U:·sed photoresist mask and O:pen:"i·n.g: 
vias in a polymer passivation layer. In pure oxyg~n pl&&me 
l 
these processes are slow and difficult to reproduce. as etch 
rates vary. The additi,on of carbon tetrafluoride (CF4) in o 
'· 
an oxygen plasma has been shown to dramatically increase 
I 
.the etch performance. The use of a ~F3 , as opposed tD 
:3 ... <. 
,:! : 
CF4, in oxygen is potentially advantageous because it does 
not introduce additional carbon and it dissociates more 
. 
efficiently. This can lead to faster and cleaner etching 
o.f poly·m~rs.:. 
· .• ·_; .·• 
"' 
... 
I 4 i' 
. ~ .... ~ 
"·: 
2.0 BACKGROUND 
2.1 Oxygen Plasma Etching of Polymers 
The plasma etching of polymers in pure oxygen is physi-
cally and chemically the simplest of the plasma processes. 
It was the firBt application of a plasma process to IC . 
~, 
fati'·i-1-cation ·and has been e.~:·t-ensively studied. The reactiv.e 
species in :th·e plasma: ~a5: -been determined to be atom·fe: 
o-x ·Y g en ( 1 ) • ·The p:o 1 y mer , c on s is t in g ma i n l y ? f c a r b on ~- .:i d 
.liydrogen is e:ffectively combu·sted to. form nea.-rly equal 
am.cunts of CO and co2 , along with H2o. Molecular weight 
groups exceeding 5000 are thought to be physically removed 
from the surface before forming their ultimate by-product~ 
(2:)., At the polymer surf·:ace si.d.e c.bai,n bonds :a:r·e first 
.. 
cleaved, fol lowed by ma·,in backbc)'ne bonds. :The relative 
strength of the polymer. backbone is ultimately thought to 
·:d·etermine its removal. :.rate in an oxygen plasma. Thu.:s .larg~ 
.v·ariation.'S i11 etc.h :r.c:1te ·ar\e observed with different· :pol·yme-r 
·.: ·rhe use of pure' oxygen to etch polymers i:s char·ac-
t::eti-ze·d by its slow etch rate and its varying performance 
on different polymer structures. Depending on previous 
p .. rocessing, such as ion implantation through photoresist, 
plasma stripping rates will change making the process 
troublesome and slow. Mixtures of oxygen and small amounts 
/ 
of fluorine compounds have been shown to reduce this prob-
lem and grea~tly speed the st.ripping process:. Th·is has 1·ed 
5 
... 
to studies examining the role of fluorine in improving the 
polymer etch performance. Most of this work has centered 
around the oxygen and trifluoromethane (CFij) system. 
, . ..: 
. . 
2 •. 2 o2/CF4 Plasma Etching of Polymers 
Mogab and coworkers were first to note a mixture of 
oxygen and fluorocarbon leads to high polymer etch rates 
( 3 ) • Ta y 1 o r and W o 1 f w ere f i r s t to ex a m j n.e the· spec i f 1 c 
I 
.nat~re of the rate enhancement, and to p()._$e :k.'.inet·t.c .expl.a.:~-
nations (4). They observed a dramatic in.:crea-~-e :111 rerrfo·val 
rate as small amounts of CF4 were ad··de-d to·: t.he oxygen 
pl_asma. This intrease was followed by a continuous de-
e rea se in .etch rate as the oxygen percentage bee ame small 
as shown in figure 2.1. (The exact pla·sma conditions, ·s.u:c· .. :h 
as pressure, power and flow rates were :no:t. listed for .th:_es.e: 
plots.. These plots give general i.nsi:ght .jnt:o: t·he: et··c:h 
., 
trends which .doininate as gas co·mp.osi:tion .c:t1.:apges. E·a.c-h 
plot which follows was made at compcar·a·b .. le: process con-.d··i-
tions.) r·a_:~11.o-r and Wolf's explanat.ion -f<>r the effect,., o·f' 
:flu:,-or.ine additions touc.hed on three mechanistic modes. 
t 
:T:-hese mephan isms will be examined individually in the sec-
tions which follow. They are [1] increased atomic oxygen 
g en e r a t ion , [ 2 ] f 1 u or in e c re a t e d re a c t ion s it es an d I 3: ] 
organic surface fluorination. The combined effects, along 
with .the role of ·1.on bombardment will also be discussed •. 
.. The main products observed when etching with o2/CF4 are 
/ ( 
. .. 20DCIO 
j 
-! ,aooo 
! 
·&000 
Fig. 2.1. Etch rate of polyimide as a function of CF4 concentration 
in the gas fe·ed. (From reference 5) • 
• 
• 
7 
.., 
., 
• 
' . 
c·o, co2 ,coF2 and H2o (5). These mechanisms in co·mbination 
will make up the kinetics which bring about these products. 
[1] Generation of Atomic Oxygen 
This is the. least understood of the mechanistic roles: 
-of fluorine, but is the easiest to observe experimentally. 
'Through optical emission spectroscopy an increase in t·h.e 
re-.la·t1v·e intensity .of the spectral line.s ·corresponding :t,o 
at.omic oxygen (an·~ f-luo.r:i.ne): is observed -.as CF4 is added t·o 
.an oxygen plasma (:.:5-7). The emission s_pe:ctroscopy output 
with increased CF4 ~ddi$:jon is show·n in figure 2.2. The· 
increase in atomic oxygen reaches :a m.aximum at approximate--
Ir 30 pe re en~ CF 4 mix tu re, ··then dee rea ses continuously a~ 
dilution QCQQrs. Many reaction schemes have been propos-~d 
·t:·o .ex_pl,ai::n tlte large generation of atomic oxygen and :r1.uo-
r·iJ1¢, t-hough verificati-on is difficult. The fact that many 
re~ction· co .. mb:.in:at-ions are p.oss-ible· in such a m1.x·tore may in 
.. it-_s.el.f b.e· one explanation.. T:he electron energy dist.ribu-
t.·1.0.n :_m·:ay influence species concentrat.i:on·s. In a 30 to 50 
(Vcm-1Torr-1) plasma, E/P {field-strength to press·ur·e· 
ratio) eiectron energies bet.w.ee:n .6 to 8 eV pr·edominat.e i.n 
pure CF 4 , while .. in pure oxyge:n E:/P is ·in th·e 4:.5 t-o ·6. ,eV: 
·r~:nge .• This means the increas.:e in CF 4 addition is: accom-
·pa·n.-i:ed ·by· an increase in elect:ron energ_ie.s which may fur-
:th:~.r diss<,ciate diatomic oxygen. 
Although the many complex plasma intera·ctions are ~ot 
:vrell understood, it is suff ic ien t to tr,-anslate these ef-
8 
( 
.. 
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80 
Fig. 2.2 Relative intensities of emission spectral lines of OI, 
FI and the head of the CO molecular band, vs CF4 con~en-
tration in the absense of polymer. (From reference 5). 
100 
• 
fects through the measured increase in atomic oxygen and 
f fluorine when describing the reaction kinetics. 
·'f. 
r21 Creation of Reaction Sites 
It has also been proposed that fluorine atoms enhance 
" the polymer etch rate through· a surface mechanism. By ex-
tracting hydrogen atoms or adding to carbon double ~ond, 
th.e· -fluorine may provide· highly reactive radical sites which 
are p·ro-Vided for easy combination ~1th atomic or even mole--
:c:u··1.~r oxygen (5-8). This appears to be the dominate role of 
fluorine in low concentrations. 
A large reduction in activa.tion energy for etching is 
,,. 
noted at the introduction of fluorine. Arrhenius plots of 
etch rate versus temperature reveal fraction percent addi~ 
tions of CF4 can reduce eteh activation energies by a 
factor of· up to 5 (9). This points towards the infJ.ue-n·c:.e .. o.f I . 
the fluorine at the r·eaction surface. Also supp·orting 1:1J·e:a: 
of fluorine extraction o_f hydrogen is the observation c;,:f l{F· 
in the plasma product gases (10). X-ray photoelectto.b 
spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of polymer ~urfaces exposed to .. 
.. 02/CF4 etching reveal fluorine incorporation into the chai-n· 
:matrix (5). These observations have led to t·he conclusion 
:t~hat low percentag·es of fluorine directfy assist in the 
• 
I etch process by allowing oxygen to more effectively react 
'With. the carbon structure. 
2.2.3 Surface Fluorination 
T~e. mechanism just described can also be used to 
10 
'.( 
., 
·" 
·!".• 
' 
expl~in the reduction in etch rate that accompanies high 
CF4 concentrations. The same surface events which bring 
about reactions sites can also cause a competition for 
carbon sites .• As the concentration of active fluorine in 
~ the plasma becomes high, this competition can reduce oxygen 
attachment as the surface becomes fluorinated. Along with 
this increase in. fluorine is coupled a decrease in oxygen 
due to :ciil:ution. At high CF 4 concentrations, the etch rate 
is lower as CF4 is not by itself.an etchant of the polymer. 
Direct evidence for surface fluorination ha.s res:ul ted from 
XPS analysis. Figure 2.3 shows as mu-ch as 60 atomic p~:r.-
cent. surface fluorine as a result of high CF4 mixtures. 
The XPS studies also reveal two different modes o.f 
·f.-lu-or.ine- sµrface attachment, one of low binding ener&:Y 
:(;acc-o·-m·pariying_ low percen.tage CF4 plasma ex·p·.os.ure), an.d. 
a·not,be-·t ·of ,high energy (accompanying high ,perc·entage CF4)' 
(1.1). The low energy bonds are theorized to correspond to 
·the formation of carbonyl groups (O:C ) which may be ·t.h:e, 
' 
precursor to the formation of gas:e-ous COF2 , while the. h:t:g.,h 
energy bonds corre~pond to C.C-F:2)X. p.o:lY:"!Jle-r· c.o·m·po:ungs: w·:b.ic:n 
.passivate the surface. 
The passivation noted from CF4 rich plasmas may result 
from carbon-fluorine deposition, though this point is re-
garded unlikely. as polymerization is not conducive in the 
presence of even small amount~ of oxygen (5). The 
resultant fluorocarbon, regardless of its formation mech-
· 11 · 
.. 
··' 
( 
\ 
. ~· -- - .. . - -- - . 
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Fig. 2.3. Elemental composition of plasma-treated polyimide 
obtained by XPS. (From reference 5). 
12 
·'..; 
anism is responsible for the d•orease in etch ~ate at in-
creased CF4 concentrations. It is physically and chemically 
stable with properties which approach those of Teflon (poly-
tetrafluoroethylene) ( 12). 
T.he·se three mechanism$, a.-n.:d possibly others, in com-
bin,:at-:to.n g_ive rise to· the etch characteristics noted with 
C>2,/Cf_4 :lifix·tures. Increased atomic oxygen, along with fluo-
r in·-~:' s r-o:le in c·reating reaction si~es serve to increase 
reurova·l rates, until fluorine saturates. t-he polymer surface 
:br·1·nging etch rates bac.k down, approaching zero at 100 
percent CF 4• The exac,t feed gas composition which results 
in peak etch .r:at·e ·va:ries with m,fny parameters, though it i_s 
-u·sually in t:he :2·0 t·o: 40 percen_t CF4 range (13). 
Th~ ,rol.·e :of ion bombardine11·t is also of .ixopo:-rtance in 
:p9l.y:n1.er etching, as it is for all p·lasma .et,c·h _processes. 
~:g:itto et al. have isol.ctted the chemical an.d: b:'Ombardment 
ef.fects by phy.$_i,cal:IY -shielding a wafer (5:).. B:y placing a 
. . 
qua.-rtz: :d:isc 3 mi:l.limeters above the polymer :surface, the 
:pa-t'h- of incoming ions were effectively blocked, whil~ 
a·1 .. 1 o.w ing enough separation for diffusion q_f chemically 
:r'e-a:Qt-j.ve species. Figure 2.4 reveals an etch rate versus 
·cF4 addition simi.lar to the unshielded case, though it is 
approximately one order of magnitude lower in rate along 
the curve. Ion bombardment is generally believed to in-
' . 
crease the generation of reaction sites and surface tem-
per·ature during-· ··.the etch process. Ion bombardment appears 
.13-. 
•·· 
I 
\ 
( 
\ 
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Diffusion 
of 
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Fig. 2.4. Etch rate of polyimide as a function of CF4 concentration 
for shielded substrates. (From reference 5), 
14 
80 
~o increas~ etch rate by a proportional amount independ~nt 
of the mixture composition, and independent of the reac.tion 
.. 
dominating mode. Thus the role of ion bombardment is not 
dramatic as it effects each of the reaction modes equally 
to increase the etch .rate~ 
Direct correlations between etch rate a.nd -·ctive 
specie~ concentration, oxygen (0) and fluorine (F), do not 
exist due to the interactive nature of these species. It 
:h.a.s- .been found emp:irically that.a to F ratios for optimal 
CFij additions correlate. The ratio remains constant within 
a factor of two for various flow, power, temperature an-c:J 
lo.ading conditions, while the CF4 feeds vary by factor of 6 
:i._n .cr:eating the optimal e.tch performance (13). The ratio 
:1,s: d·ete rm ined by optical spectrometry readings so only 
r·.ela:t:Lv:e. u:nits can b:.e·. -~attached to it.-. ·T·he ratio has also 
be·en sh,o:wn t:·o be ·.con~·:tan·t for o2/._SF6 :m-i.xtures ( 11 ). ·T·:he: 
i -nfp--·1 i c ·a: t; :i p-_n s o f th i s r 2rt· ·1 o s u pp o r t the- i de a o f a 
competition between O and F for sites. The ratio appears. 
to be an important p·a ram ete r when optimizing such a 
process. 
2.3 02/SF6 Plasma Etching of Polymers 
The observations discussed thus far have dealt on~y 
with o2/cF4 mixtures. Turbine and Rapeaux have ~xtensively 
., 
examined 021 SF 6 plasma etching of pol yme_rs C 1-0). This is 
of special interest because like NF 3 , SF6 is a noncarbon 
compound, thus carbon off-gas products can be studied in-
15 
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dependent of carbon feed gases. 
The etch rate of polyimide versus SF6 addition is 
shown in figure 2.5. It reveals two maxima, unlike its CF4 
counterpart. The second etch rate peak corresponds to the 
increase in atomic fluorine, in a manner similar to the 
relation of atomic oxygen with the first peak. Figure 2.6 
shows the mass spectroscopic study of the off-gases when 
etching polyim·ide with increasing SF6 in oxygen. The plot· 
reveals SF6 is an etchant of polyimide by itself, forming a 
CF4 etch product. For the case of this noncarbon fluorine 
compound, fluorine is given the additional kinetic role as 
a direct polymer etchant. 
In an unrelated ex per imen t r·u r·bine· and Rape aux a:1-so, 
no·te·d: the addition of 1-5 percent n·itrogen in an o21·c·:F4 
Plasma increases the etch rate of polyimide by a facto·.r or· 
1.5 to 3 (10). Mass spectrometric studies in:dica·te the 
n i troge:n' 1·ntroduc t i,on leads to variations in the CO2 , COF 
and F2 c·oncentrations. The nitrogen when activated, they 
theorize induces a decomposition of COF2 and perhaps co2• 
This results in an increased etch :r,ate due ·to the increased 
atomic F and o. These conclusions have iJDplicatio.ns when 
considering the NF3 etchant. 
2.4 Potential for o2/NF3 Polymer Etching 
Etching of polymers with oxygen and fluorine compound 
·· mi~tures has rientered around CF4• A novel fluorine com-
pound gas which has found use and promise as a plasma 
16 
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etchant is nitrogen trifluoride. NF 3 has several advan-
., 
tages as a plasma etchant. Its by-products consist only of 
volatile species (14). This minimizes polymer deposition on 
etch surfaces, potentially leading to higher etch rates and 
a cleaner process due to the decrease in carbon residues. 
It also has been shown that NF3 is extremely effective at 
dissociating into atomic fluorine, a reactive species in the 
polymer etch processes. Under comparable plasma conditions, 
NF3 will dissociate to an extent an order of magnitude 
greater than that of CF4 (15). 
This study examines the performance of o2JNF3 mixtures 
in comparison to o2;cF4 mixtures for etching polymers. 
Utilizing the comparison will help in understanding the 
kinetics of NF 3 against the well characterized nature of 
CF4 in such a system. This allows the similarities and 
differences to aid in unraveling the kinetics of NF 3 mix-
tures. An extensive look has been taken at changes in etch 
rate by variations in process conditions, especially changes 
in ·concentrations of NF3 and CF 4 in o2• The riext section 
will lay out the experimental conditions under which this 
study took place. 
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3.0 EXPERI"ENTAL PROCEDURE 
. 
3.1 Experimental Apparatus 
All etching was performed on .a Plasma Therm PK2lJ40 
parallel plate reactor, similar to figure 3.1. The reactor 
con.sisted of two 53.3 Qentimeter diamet~r, 3 cm spaced 
a.:_lu:m.inum electrodes powered at a frequency of 13.56 MHz. 
t'!1. 
The system was automated to control gas feeds, reactor 
pr~ssure and power coupling. The pumping system consisted 
,, 
of an Alcatel model ZT 2063C two stage mechanical pump. A 
Ne s l a b H X- 1 5 0 Re fr i g e r a t e d Rec i r c u 1 a t i n g He a t E-~rc 'bang e r 
circulated cooling water through the bottom electrbde~ 
E.tching was performed on the grounded (bottom) electrode' in 
t:l'ie "plasma mode" at various gas compositions, rea_c.to,.r .:pre.$: .. 
aures and power settings. 
3 •. 2· Det·ermination of Etch Rates 
films· of AZ 1350J p.hotoresist w·ere used to :determine 
. ' . 
th·e bu.1.k' polymer etch rat-es. The ,p.olymers comm:on:ly used in 
t,he e·Iectronics industry ~:t'e· :quit.e similar· in: .st::r,ucture. 
···-
p :h o·.t o· r ·e:s, is: t.·~ ., and polyimide both.: cons=ist ma·in,l.y 'of benzene 
. 
~hains~ ·Resist was spun onto a 3 inch silicon wafer to 
·-
approx i m ·a.tel ya 2 micron0 thickness, then cured at 12~C for 
30 minutes. Bulk etch rates were determined by weighin _ 
p 
t.he coated substrate before and after the etch proce s. 
Weighings were performed oh a Mettler H51 microbalance. 
Each weighing was performed three times of until ±o.oooosg 
reproducibility was achieved. 
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The mass removal rates were converted to average 
thickness remova+ rates Ci/min) using an appropriate con-
'·' 
version factor. This conversion factor was determined from 
the cured photores·ist density. The density was found by 
measuring the weight of resist spun on a wafer and dividing 
by ita volume, which is the product· of the film thickness 
an.a t:he· known area of the wafer s .. ubstrate. The average 
film thickness resulting from the spin and cure process was 
determined using an AutoEL-II ellipsometer. By repeating 
these step a number of times the resist density was found 
t·o be quite constant at 1.31 g/cm3, which translates to ·a 
mass-to-thickness conversion f·a,ctor of 1.66x 106 .ft/g. Th-e· 
:p·r-o·d:uc t. of the mass lo st and .f.i.l m con v e rs 1 on f:a.c $Q:t 
resulte:,(i. in the film thickness removal rate. 
_·3_.·3 :De·te:r:m1nation of Reactor Pressure Variatio_n-
T·h·e. increase is react·or ;P:ressure at the -ini·tiat· ..i:on .. o·f 
·a plasm-a -is related to t:he amount of gas 'dissoc·ia,t.io:n iri 
the plasma. This can be compared to etch rate to reveal 
relatio·ns between concentration of dissociated species and 
the. e.·tch mechanisms.-_., Determination of the pressure in-
creas~ ~as straightforward. After disengaging the auto-
fli1I 
mttic pressure controller, the process conditions were set, 
in~lqding manually setting_the reactor pressure at 1.00 
·To·r·r ·ror all runs. After initiating the plasma power, the 
im~ediate pressure surge after coupling was recorded. The 
resultant increase in pressure is instantaneous and was 
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quickly recorded. This served to minimize the effect of 
increased reactor temperature on the pressure surge. The 
percent increase in pressure was calculated as the differ-
ence in plasma and non-plasma pressure, divided by the non-
plasma pressure. These readings were taken in absence of a 
polymer s~bstrate. This data was used to compared etch 
p e r f o rm an c e to the d e:g r e e o f d i s soc i a t: ion f o r a g iv ·en 
mixture. 
3.4 Analysis of Directional Etching 
Directional etching was examined with Dupont P.I. 2555 
pcil .. y·im:ide. A film of this material was spun onto aluminum 
coated 3 inch silicon wafers. It was then cured by a series 
of bakes; 30 minutes at 125°c, 30 minutes at 200°c and 
ramped to 380°c for 50 minutes. A thin aluminum f-ilm was 
then vapor deposited onto the polyimide and used a~ a mask. 
The al--uminum was pattern using standard photoli thographic 
_process, followed by a standard phosphoric, acetic, nit:ric 
( PAN) acid etch of aluminum. Th is resulted in a 3 m· ic ron 
polyimi·de film under a patterned t.hin ( 1000 f) aluminum 
mask. 
Each wafer was cleaved into se:c:tions, which were 
etched individually under different plasma conditions. The 
etched sections were then cleaved across a 10 micron mask 
feature and mounted _vertically on a scanning electron ·mic-
~oscope (SEM) specimen holder. Photomicrographs of the 
~tched sections were taken on an ETEC SEM. To reduce 
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·specimen charging, due to the nonconductive nature of t·he 
·, 
~ 
_p·o.lyimide a coating of gold-palladium was ·sputtered on the 
:mounted specimen before SEM viewing. The SEM micrographs 
were used to characterize the directional nature of the 
etch pro c es s by ob s er v in g the g e o·m e·t· r· y· or a c 1 eave d 
• specimen. 
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J&.O RESULTS 
The graphs which represent the "master~ curves fot 
•nalyzing 02/NF3 etching of polymers are presented in 
figures 4.1 and 4.2. In these are plotted the removal rate 
in R/min versus percent additions of NF3 or CF4 in oxygen 
at two power settings of 200 and 500 watts. This data was 
CQ·llected at reactor conditions of 1.00 Torr, 25°c, and 200 
standard cm3/s gas feed rate, as was all the graphed data 
t.o follow. The pressure, temperature and total gas feed 
:tate were not varied. The remaining data is presented to 
·further understand the characteristics revealed in t_he·:;e 
curves. 
Re.a .. c:tor pressure :v.ari:a.t,io:n a.t:- t·he initiclltion or· a 
p'.l·-~fs·ma ve·rsus percent NF3 or CF4 ad<1.1t:ions in oxygen are 
presented 1·n figures 4.3 and 4.4 at power settings of 200 
and 500 watts. This relative variation in pressure is 
directly proportional to the extent of dissociation of a 
given gas mixture. This is followed by data which looks 
s·pec if icall y at a:. mix tu re of 10 percent NF 3 or CF·4 i:n· 
oxygen. Remo·va:I :rate (A/min) versus increasing reac-,to-:r· 
power (watts) and percent reactor pressure va~iation versus 
increasing reactor power are plotted in figures 4.5 and 4.6 
for su.ch: a mixture. The lines on figure 4.5 were drawn· 
--
with a ribe.st fit" by linear regression using the method of 
least squares. 
The study of etching without the effects o:f ion bom-
25 
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Fig. 4.1" Removal rate of photoresist vs NF3 or CF4 addition in 
oxygen at 200 watts power. 
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mixture of NF3 or CF4 in oxygen~ 
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bardment by physically shielding the substrate was used to 
• 
genera~e data shown in figures 4.7 and 4.8. A four inch 
diameter quartz disc was supported 3 millimeters above the 
three inch diameter substrate to block incoming ions, while 
allowing reactive spec 1es to d if fuse to the polymer su r-
t,~ e .. M-C • In the figures are plotted etch rate versus addition 
of NF3 or CF 4 in oxygen for 200 and 500 watts of shield.e-d: 
power. 
Analys·ts :Of the previous data indicated a 1.0.cik at the 
anisotropy achieved with an oxygen plasma as compar .. ed: to an 
NF3 plasma would bring further insight into the role of ion 
bombardment in 021 NF 3 etching. Directional etching indi-
·-
cates a strong role for ion bombardment at enhancing the 
etch reaction, While non-directional etching indicates 
highly reactive species readily etch independent of the 
;j 
incoming ,ions. In generating the etc·h -profi.l~·-s plasma 
conditions were changed to lower the mean free path of the 
.tnco~ing ions. The pressure was decreased to around 300 
mTorr and power was increased to 1000 watts. This serve.:d 
to e/,mp.has'is: an.y anisotropy which occurred. 
A se.r·ies of polyimide etch profile_··are shown in 
figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11. Their side wall slopes reveal 
the directionality of the given plasma conditions. Each 
shows a top aluminum mask and the underlying polyimide 
etched with differing degrees of undercut. All of these· 
specimens were etched at 1000 watts of power and a bottom 
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electrode temperature of 2s 0 c. The remaining reactor con-
ditions vary somewhat and are listed below each micrograph, 
along with an approximate etch rate • 
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Fig. 4.7. Removal rate of photoresist vs NF3 or CF4 additions 
in oxygen for a shielded substrate at 200 watts power. 
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Fig. 4.9. Photomicrograph profile of oxygen etched· polyimide~ 
Plasma conditions: 60 seem flow, 250.L( pressure, 1000 
0 
watts power, etch rate~ 1000 A/min. 
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Fig. 4.10. Photomicrograph profile of NF3~o2 etched polyimide. 
Plasma conditions: 60 seem NF3 and 10 seem o2 flow, 
. 
. 
N C 
330 JJ... pressure, 1000 watts power, · etch rate = 3000 A/min. · 
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Fig. 4.11. Photomicrograph profile of Argon-NF3 etched polyi
mide. 
Plasma conditions: 30 seem Ar and 10 seem NF3 flow 1 ~ 0 
200LI-. pressure, 1000 watts power, etch rate~ 1200 A/min~ 
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5.0 DISCUSSION 
5.1 Th~ "Master" Curves for o2/NF3 Etching 
The etch rate versus NF3 addition to oxygen (figures 
lt.·1: and 4.2) reveal a number of interesting characteristics 
.of 02/NF3 polymer etching. At a power cf 200 watts the NF 3 
addition causes a dramatic increase in removal rate. In 
c·o:m.par·ison with CF4 ; which also shows a marked increase 1.n 
. 
e:t:ch rate, the NF.3 results in a maximum rate nearly three 
t:!m·e~ l..:a.r .. ge.t·jl The general shapes of the two curves however 
~re q··uite :.similar in t.h·:at each reveals one peak at approxi-
r;n:·~:t;el:y .30 percent a:d.dition, with minima a.t right and left 
e.x tre ..rne :.=t •. 
Etch rate versus NF 3 addit:ion at the higher power of 
5.-00 watts: {.·fi.:gu::re 4.2) reveals another interestin"g char-
acteristi:c· o:f o2/N·F3 etching. The NF3 ~curve has two- rela-
tive maxima, while the CF 4 hal3 one. At the first plat,au 
the NF3 enhancement over the cF 4 is much less than that 
noted for 20Q watts power. The second plateau reaches the 
highe~t te~oval rate to be noted while in contrast the CF4 . 
. lin.e.: app.r:o.a··c:he·s zero. U'.nderstanding the characteristics of 
these plots will shed. ·11ght O·n th,e kinet·ics of the o2/NF3 
system. 
. 
In the following paragraphs we will further examine the 
phenomena responsible for the shapes of these curves. First 
the case of low concentration fluorine additions will be 
d.iscussed, followed by the fluorine rich mixtures. These 
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results will then be discussed as they relate to direction-
ally etched polyimide. Finally the total kinetic picture. of 
02/NF3 etching of polymers will be described. 
5.2 Etching with Low Concentrations of NF
3 
As shown in figure 4.1 when added in lower volu•e 
per~entages, NF3 provides a higher etch rate enhancement 
than that noted for CF4• This increased enhancement varies 
With power as seen by the comparison of figures 4.1 *nd 
4.2. By the known fact that NF3 dissociates e.aster than 
CF4, the etch rate difference can be explaine·d. This ca:11 
be shown through a study of the relationship between plasma 
d·issoc iat.ion and e.t.c:h r.c3te. 
The· pressure r.ise. at pLas)llc:I initiation is related to 
the increase in atomic and molecular species in the plasma. 
The ideal gas law states for a constant volume and tempera-
ture, an fncr:ease in pressure is directly proportional to 
the increase in molar species. (The temperatures and pres-
sures dealt with here are nearly ideal.) The dependence on 
temperature can be m~nimized by taking immediate readings 
and not allowing tim• for heating. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 
show NF3 mixtures diS<SOCiate to a greater extent than their 
CF4 counterparts. As NF3 is added to the oxygen mixture, 
dissociation continuousJ,y increases, while dissOciatioJ1 
minimu• occur at each extreme for CF4. 
To examine the role of the increased dissociation 
noted, two sets of experiments were performed with 10 
40 
'· 
percent mixtures. Figure 4.5 shows the ~tch rate of photo-
resist versus reactor power for 10 percent mixtures in 
oxygen. The NF3 mixture maintains an increasingly higher 
etch rate as power is reduced. The CF4 mixture reveals a 
·stronger de.·pendence on power, thus a steeper slope. Both 
-etch ·tat.e:s .approach each other at the 1200 watts power 
: 'I .·. . . 
. 
levei. I .. n ¢·omparis.:on figure 4.6 is a plot of reactor pres-
sure 1110:rease versus power at the .i:d:entical process condi-
·tio·ns. The NF3 is dissociated_ to a greater extent, but or1ly
 
at the lower power levels. The greater degree of dis-
sociation noted with the NF3 mixtures then becomes saturated 
as the power level is increased. T:he level of dissociation 
fOr ·each mixture is identical beyond 1200 watts of power 
C s.e·e· f.i_g_µr.e· 4 •.. 6)·. 
A·t: 1~·0-0 wat-ts power tnere iS· a correlatio-r-.. :between the 
,,e:t-:c·h rate and· degree of dissociation. t·t suggests t·he 
~bility of the NF 3 to decompo.se more readily· at lower power 
le·v·e.·1s translates intc,. ·it-s higher etc-:h_ :rate at these power 
This leads t.o in,creased co·ncentrations of fluo-
. . 
- . . . . 
' 
rin-e, ·1,eading to a ·1:a.r:ge.r influenc:e of fluor:·1ne· through 
c·re_a.t,in.g reaction sites and generati:n_g atomic oxygen. At 
·very high power levels both NF3 and_ CF4 are dissociated to 
a large enough extent to generate similar etch rates. This 
can explain the similar etch plateau seen in figure. 4.2. 
The role of nitrogen_ in the NF 3 system may also affect 
etch rate. As discussed earlier, Turbine and Rapeaux noted 
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the addition of nitrogen to an o2/cF4 plasma increased 
polyimide etch rates (10). Though no work here specifical-
ly addressed this issue, it is possible the nitrogen effect 
is present when NF3 decomposes adding the enhanced etch 
rate. 
The shielded versions of the "master" curves, where 
reactive species are isolated from the ion bombardment, are 
shown is figures 4.7 and 4.8. At 200 and 500 watts, NF
3 
has a peak· et.ch rate at a lower percentage addition than 
that far CF4 , ~hile they each also reveal nearly equal 
maximum etch rate peaks. This can be interpreted as NF 
3 
~gain being more efficient at releasing atomic fluorine~ 
!his is responsible for enhancing etch rate initially but 
then for bringing on enhanced surface fluorination which 
lowers the etch rate. The maximum etch rates being equal 
for eaeh et~hant suggests identical re~ctive chemistries 
are occurring. The 0/F ratio discussed earlier is likely 
mttehed at different percent additions. 
The shielded data also points toward a larg.e role tor 
ion bombardment ill the etch kinetics. The shielded polym.er 
is attacked at a m~h slower rate by both mixtures. Be-
cause surface f".luori'nation is much more dominate in the . ·,. . . . . . ~ 
case of a shielded substrate, ion bombardment seems to play 
a key role in preventing this fluorine passivation. 
5.3 Etching with a High Concentration of NF3 
This section will examine the second etch rate plateau 
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found in the 500 watts "master" curve (figure 4.2), This 
second peak reveals a behavior dissilimar to that of 
CF4/02 mixture, indicating something fundimentally dif-
ferent is occurring in NF3• 
The second etch peak occu'°rs. w·:ttth: a 111-ix·tur·e: of greater 
than 50 percent NF3• In thts case it is apparent that 
f·luorine has beco~e the active polymer etchant, as was 
:note·d in a: similar study of .s,F6 polymer etching (10). This 
,a<ssigns a dual role to flgo:r·ine in such cases; as an et-
chant and ,a·s a :P··assi·vat·o.-r. The ultimate role of the fluo-
rine is d\et·ermined b·y· the extent of ior1 bombardment. 
Figures 4 .1 and 4 .2 show an etch rate inc r:eirse of over an 
order of magnitude ace om pan ies an increase in power from 
200 to just 500 watts at the NF 3 rich portion of the c:urve. 
T:h··e· shielded substrate has an etch rate of .zero ··(.:fig ... u,re. 
4.8:) at conditions which result in the larg.e:s't et·ch· :n·o.:t.~d. 
C 1.4 u/m·i.n) for a nonshi•,elded wafer (figur,e. ~ .. ~Z)·4t. Cle·a·rl.··y 
the impj~:ng:1.n:,g ions are necessary to initiate f.l.u.orine's 
role .as. an .etchant, while in the absence of energetic 
e't1ou:gh· .·1.0,·n·s ·t:b'E! surface becomes fluorinated and the etch 
:r··a.te d:e:c-reases. 
. ,·· ..... -.. . . 
No res u l ts· :i:n th is rep o rt , nor an y in the l i t er a tu re 
suggest such a dual role for fluorine in a CF4102 mixture •. 
The mass spectrometric studies ~Y Turban and Rapeaux ~on-
• 
elude that CFJ.J is a main etch product of SF6 (10). Analo-
,; ... 
gously it can be reasoned that NF3 may also produce a CF4 
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etch product. The reason fluorocarbons do not favor such a 
reaction is most likely due to the product rich ambient 
which accompanies the fluorocarbon feed. This prevents the 
reaction from progressing at the polymer surface to form the 
CF4 gas product. Thus CF4 only takes on the role of a 
surface fluorinator, and not as an etchant. Because of· the 
lower concentration of fluorocarbons resulting from an NF3 
or SF6 fee.~., the fluorine is allowed to react completely 
wit·h t:he :cartr<>.n to form CF!J gas. The lower diss:ociation of 
CF4 may also: 11:mit. it.s ability to release fluo:r·t.ne. 
5.lJ Anisotro.pic t.tching of Polyimide 
The .rc>".l·e: o:·f· ·NF 3 in etching polym~t·~ hinges heavily on· 
t··:h·e m··echani:sm o·f· ion bombardment which suggests it may also 
b·e an ·an.iso .. tr·opi·c. e·tch.an.t of polymers. By examining th.:e 
an.i.sot .. r.o:pic. :e,tQn :nature of NF 3 the role of ion. bombard)11ent· 
·c.an .. be: o.·1r .. ec:··t1y o·bserved. 
A .. Pu:r~ ox·.ygen plasma is ofte·n t1sed· to etch po:ly.i.mide 
,q::irectionally t.o. o.pe:n .C·dntact vias. Oxygen is an isotropic 
.. 
etcher of polyimid·e as tl1e micrograph in figure 4.9 reveals. 
~ 
Anisotropy has been increased in oxygen by emphasizing the 
ion· bombardment mode, though it is basically i·sotropic (17). 
Figure 4.10 shows an etch profile in polyimide created l'J.·ith 
a 86 percent NF3;o2 plasma. The etch is shown to be very 
directional, though the process conditions should.be that 
for an isotropic etch process (plasma mode with relatively 
high pressure). Fi.gure 4.11 shows another directional· et.ch 
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resulting from a 1 NF3:3 Argon mixture under similar process 
conditions. Both of these directional etches show some 
undercut, though this is very minimal when considering the 
process conditions are far removed from those necessary fer 
reactive ion etching (RIE). 
It is ap:,parent that the fluo:ri:n.~. m-echanisms for et-
e-h:ing polyimide differ from the pure isotropic oxygen etch. 
,T.he:.s.e m ic rographs support the idea of the strong role of 
':t:on bombardment at initiating the fluorine etching by ov,e-r·--
nom ing an activation energy. Because such ·anisotropy fa 
~ch·ieve·d ·at what ar:e c·.onsidered isotropic process cond:i~ 
.tions, fluorine· :i$ J>ropably pa.-ssivating the side walls .from 
attack with a f_luorine polymer in a manner similar to. t·h.e 
physically shielded substrate. The two different roles of 
. . 
.. f·1u,·o.'rine a:re occurring independ~ntly at the side wall and 
:oni t'he flat su:r·faces. Incom·in·g ions, break away portions of 
t:he Cflt,'bo.:n c:h:ains, which a.rei t.hen fully fluorinated to· a 
c.:F: 4 g.·a.s p·ro·duct, while the side walls be:c:ome partially 
f.lu.orfnated to form -( CF 2 ) x- chains. Th:is· :r.·esul ts in etch 
,parallel to: ·the i,o:n.:~ .and passi_v-~t .. e·d 1·t.e:flon-like' s.ide 
walls. 
It is :also worth noting that this ~r~:y -bring insight 
into th·e mechanisms involved in using potential polym.er 
forming gases and fluorine gases to anisotropically etch 
materials such as sili.eon. Should polymer form on tn~ side 
walls, anisotropy may be achieved in a manner analogo~ to 
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the one described. A passivating polyme~ may be deposited 
. 
on the side wall, while it is continuously removed at the 
flat surfaces by the combined ion bombardment and fluorine 
. 
attack which exposes the flat surface to the etchant. 
5 .• 5 The Combined Mechanisms for o2/NF3 Etching 
The total reactive nature of the o2/NF3 system can be 
summarized by describing the kin-e·t1c modes which dominate 
I 
as the pl~sma mixture goes from oxygen to NF 3 rich. In 
pure: oxyg:en t.he polymer is etched slowly, but with the 
' 
in·.tr'o,du:c:t1on, of NF3 the etch rate increases dramatically. 
The fluorine creates reaction sites for the oxygen to 
attack, and ,an: fp:crea:~.~- in atomic oxygen occurs, analogou~ .. 
to the o2 /cF4. s_y.st··e.m.. The etch rate reac·b·e~· a pla·teau. as 
·t.he amou·nt of ox.yg_en in the system be:co:meis l·i.ni:it·e-:d_ .• 
Depending on the kinetic mode of the fluorine., th:is 
downward turn in e·tc·h rate can continue or upturns ·t-o .a 
second plateau. At 1-0\.4 .p·ower or conditions of low i:o·n 
:pom.,bardment, the etch rate will continu.e to decrease· 
,~moothly as the fluorine passivates the polymer surface. 
'T:his results f·rom the polymer surface becoming fluorinated 
.:an·alogous to the o2;cF4 system. At high power, with direct 
ion bombardment a second etch rate peak occurs as fluorine 
directly etches the polymer. Under this mode the highest 
' 
photoresist etch rates were seen as the fluorine dominates 
a··s :t'h.e etchant. 
'. 
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
,0 
The following conclusions have resulted from this 
study of o2/NF3 plasma etching of polymers: 
1·) NF3102 and CF4/02 mixtures reveal similar etch 
·k in et i c s u n de r c e rt a 1 n c on d it i on s , w h i l e d 1 ff e r 1 n g u n de r 
others. The differences result from NF3 being able to 
dissociate more easily, and the fact that it introduces 
fluorine in a non-carbon form. 
2) The etch rate of the·o2/NF3 system is potentially 
rnu·ch gr~ater than ·1·t:s· o2;cF 11 counterpart. This is due to 
,tlie ability of N·F3. t·o mo're e,a-s.·ii.y liberate atomic fluorine. 
·t:·hotfs at ·c.-oridit·io.ns o.r·· ·1:ow- pl.a·sma. p<>w-er· tb:i$, .. i:s ·Ef$.:pecially 
.• 
:t·'_tue •. 
3) NF3 will itself et~h polymer, even· :in :the absence 
o~t .an oxygen addition. This results from fluorine at-
tacking the polymer to form a CF4 product. With proper 
p·lasma conditions a ,lar.ge et:c·h rate is possible with a 
predominately NF3 feed. 
4) Etching polymer in an NF3 rich mixture prodll¢e·s an 
11:attisotropicn etch. This results from the strong dependence 
-O:n· :ton bombardment which promotes the fluorine etch kinetics 
Fluorine passivation is likely to play a role in the aniso-
tropic nature by forming fluoroc,r~on side walls film. 
.\" 
-RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The following studies would compliment this work and 
further examine the use of NF3 for etching polymers used in 
microelectronics: 
1) A study of the us.:e of o2/NF 3 mixtures to strip 
pbo·t(rt'esist in a barrel reactor. In comparison to CFii, it 
' 
-is likely t·:pa t NF 3 will produce .h:igher removal rate an":cd. 
higher se·lec·tivity over Si02• Tt1.is. ·1-s: du:e to ··t·he fa:c·t ·that 
NF 3 is a m·c>:r·e ·efficient source of fluorine, allowin
g .. for 
.c:·o·m.par.a:b:·1e s:t:r:ippi.ng rates at milder plasma conditions. 
,,. 
~·) A· study of the use of NF 3 in anisotropically 
etching poly im.id.:e to o.pen ing con:t·a:ct v ias for ·mult.i1ev.el 
metallization:. ,A more extensi·V:e: look at etch ra.tfJ ~n-d: 
.an,isotr<>py· as a- •function of the different proces:s: ·cond.iaiai: 
tiori$ is· n.ee:d to fully chara.:c:.terize its use .i:n s.uch :$ 
I3-) A study to .. :exa·m.:fn_·e the- potent·ial tie between the 
.rtc;>•t e d an i so t r o.p i c ~ft .. c h of po 1 y me r by flu o r in e ( du e to i ts 
d:u:a.l mechanisms) arfd directional etching in other mater·ial 
:Using fluorine and potential polymer forming compounds. 
{$ possible that similar mechanistic events involving fluo~ 
rine and polymers may be occurring. 
significant in studying silicon trenching. 
4.8 
This may be 
.. _: 
:i.. 
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